Triggerguard, forged steel .......................... #TG-Tulle-2-I
Ideal for building a TVLLE fusil de chasse from our parts set with a 44” octagon-to-round barrel. Forged steel.
#TG-Tulle-2-I triggerguard, forged steel only $19.99

Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ................ #TG-Fin-B or I
Our fusil fin (fine fusil) triggerguard is an early French design. Use this on an early fowling gun, buck and ball gun, or fine French fusil.
T. M. Hamilton’s book, Colonial Frontier Guns, illustrates several similar triggerguards from the fusil fin fowling guns with extra finish, and the French Type C trade guns, made at Tulle and St. Etienne.
#TG-Fin-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $27.99
#TG-Fin-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $21.50
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